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ABSTRACT

Static analysis tools have demonstrated effectiveness at finding bugs in real world code. Such tools are increasingly widely adopted to improve software quality in practice. Automated Program Repair (APR) has the potential to further cut down on the cost of improving software quality. However, there is a disconnect between these effective bug-finding tools and APR. Recent advances in APR rely on test cases, making them inapplicable to newly discovered bugs or bugs difficult to test for deterministically (like memory leaks). Additionally, the quality of patches generated to satisfy a test suite is a key challenge. We address these challenges by adapting advances in practical static analysis and verification techniques to enable a new technique that finds and then accurately fixes real bugs without test cases. We present a new automated program repair technique using Separation Logic. At a high-level, our technique reasons over semantic effects of existing program fragments to fix faults related to general pointer safety properties: resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences. The procedure automatically translates identified fragments into source-level patches, and verifies patch correctness with respect to reported faults. In this work we conduct the largest study of automatically fixing undiscovered bugs in real-world code to date. We demonstrate our approach by correctly fixing 55 bugs, including 11 previously undiscovered bugs, in 11 real-world projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software bugs are expensive and time-consuming [15, 44], motivating research to find and fix them automatically. Research in automated program repair (APR) holds promise for reducing software maintenance costs due to buggy code. Considered broadly, a program repair is simply a transformation that improves a program with respect to some abstract domain that describes correct versus incorrect program behavior. The vast majority of modern repair techniques (e.g., [30, 34, 38, 40, 42, 50]) use test cases to construct this domain. Tests are appealing because they are intuitive and widely-used in practice (more so than, e.g., formal specifications) and can straightforwardly indicate whether a given change improves the program in question (i.e., by turning a previously failing test case into a passing one).

However, tests are limiting in several ways, especially (though not exclusively) for APR. Writing good tests is nontrivial [44], rendering some real-world suites a weak proxy for patch correctness [52]. APR techniques and humans alike can overfit to even high quality tests, producing patches that do not generalize to the true desired functionality change [54]. Developers must write a deterministic, reproducible test case corresponding to a bug under repair to use test-driven APR. This use case is particularly applicable to, e.g., regressions, but is limiting for previously-unknown defects.

More fundamentally, tests are only suitable for finding and guiding the repair of certain kinds of bugs. Some bug types are simply difficult to test for in a finite, deterministic way [41]. Consider concurrency errors or resource or memory leaks: Figure 1a shows an example memory leak from Swoole1 (line 11), which may be fixed by adding a call to the project-specific resource allocation wrapper sw_free (Figure 1b). Alternatively, consider the code in Figure 2a, from error-prone.2 The call to resolveMethod on line 3 can return NULL, leading to a possible null pointer exception on line 6. A developer committed a fix (with a test) that inserts a call to a custom error handler (checkGuardedBy, line 5). However, the very same mistake had been made on lines 10–12, in the same switch statement, but was not fixed for another 18 months. Even when bugs are deterministically reproducible, tests usually cannot identify recurring mistakes like this.

Finding and fixing these types of bugs motivate the use of QA techniques beyond testing. Considerable recent progress has been made in expressive, high quality static analyses that can cost effectively find real bugs like these examples in real programs [5, 14]. Companies like Ebay [26], Microsoft [14], Facebook [17], and others are publicizing their development and use of static analysis

---

1Swoole is a popular event-driven networking engine for PHP, https://github.com/swoole/swoole-src
2error-prone is an open-source static analysis tool, https://github.com/google/error-prone
tools in engineering practice. Some bug-finding tools, like error-prone or FindBugs [8] even provide “quick fix” suggestions for certain bug classes, simplifying the process of repairing them. Developers find such suggestions very useful [9], and indeed their absence has been identified as a barrier to uptake and utility of static analysis tools [28]. However, the suggestions present in current tools are simple, generic, and usually syntactic (e.g., recommending the addition of static or final modifiers to variable or function declarations). Moreover, they provide no semantic correctness guarantees.

We propose a new technique that automatically generates patches for bugs in large projects without a need for either tests or developer annotation, for a semantically rich class of bugs that can be identified by recent, sophisticated static bug-finding techniques based on Separation Logic [10, 11, 13, 22]. Our key insight lies in the novel way we adapt local reasoning [45, 47, 63], “the workhorse of a number of automated reasoning tools” [46], to pull out relevant parts of program state, and then search for repairing code from elsewhere in the same program. At a high level, our technique searches for and adapts program fragments satisfying a generic, pre-specified semantic effect that address a given bug class (such as “if the file is open in the precondition of a program fragment, it should be closed in the postcondition” to address resource leaks, like the one shown in Figure 1a). These fix effects are generic, and need only be specified once per bug class. They are also language- and API-agnostic, which means our approach applies off-the-shelf to multiple source languages, and its patches automatically conform to the programming conventions in a given project (e.g., constructing a patch using a project-specific custom resource handler like sw_free for memory leaks, if available, or free, if not), without requiring any additional customization.

We instantiate our approach in a tool called FootPatch, an extension to the Infer [17]3 static analysis tool. Infer finds bugs by automatically inferring Separation Logic assertions over program

---

3https://github.com/facebook/infer
and logging a debug message. Finally, unlike previous repair techniques that build on more formal abstract domains [20, 31, 36, 49], our approach scales to real-world programs, automatically instantiates and applies its patches, and relies on a principled semantic treatment to argue patch correctness and prevent patch overfitting.

That is: FootPatch demonstrates a promising and previously underdeveloped application of end-to-end identification and repair of previously undiscovered bugs in real programs.

Our contributions are the following:

- **Program Repair with Separation Logic.** We present a repair technique using Separation Logic to argue a desired correctness property based on pointer safety. The abstract domain provides a basis for reasoning about explicit semantic effects introduced by patch fragments, and enables a formal argument for semantic patch correctness.

- **Repair Extraction and Application Formalism.** We formalize the search and extraction of program fragments with respect to a repair specification, and define the conditions for patch generation and automatic patch application with respect to a detected bug.

- **Evaluation.** We present an evaluation on popular software projects. Our approach fixes 24 resource leaks, 7 memory leaks, and 24 null dereferences in popular Java and C programs, including 11 previously undiscovered bugs. We are unaware of any prior repair tool that supports multiple languages under a single analysis. Our implementation runs on big projects (> 200 kLOCs). Run time ranges from 7 seconds to 21 minutes per project, to perform both finding and fixing bugs within the project. For applicable projects, our experiments show that the majority of correct patches (53) are found by searching for repair candidates that are callgraph-local to the bug, and expanding repair search to the project globally fixes 2 additional bugs. We observe a false positive rate of only 5% for fixes. Moreover, we demonstrate anecdotal evidence that our technique can lead the original static analysis to discover more bugs after performing repair.

- **Open Source Repair Tool.** We implement our technique in a tool called FootPatch, built on top of the open source Infer static analyzer.4

Section 2 provides background theory underpinning our approach. Section 3 details our repair approach using Separation Logic. Section 4 evaluates FootPatch, a tool that implements our approach. Section 5 discusses related work; Section 6 concludes.

# 2 PRELIMINARIES

We build our approach on top of the analysis engine used in Infer [16], an open source framework that uses Separation Logic and Hoare-style reasoning to scalably find bugs, particularly those related to heap or pointer errors. This analysis abstracts a program to an intermediate language, and then symbolically interprets it to find paths that may lead to particular property violations (like null pointer dereferences). This section outlines background concepts underpinning our approach and the analysis it extends: the abstract program model and Separation Logic assertions (Section 2.1),

\[
E ::= x | nil | c
\]

\[
B ::= E | E \neq E
\]

\[
S ::= x := E | x := [E] | [E] := E | x := \text{new}(i) | \text{dispose}(E)
\]

\[
C ::= S | C ; C | \text{if}(B) \{C\} \text{ else } \{C\} | \text{while}(B) \{I\} \{C\} | x := f(E)
\]

\[
P ::= \cdot | f(E) ; \text{local} E ; C ; \text{return } E ; P
\]

(a) A simplified Smallfoot grammar, for illustration.

\[
H ::= E \mapsto E
\]

\[
\Sigma ::= H_1 * \cdots * H_n \mid \text{emp}
\]

\[
\Pi ::= B_1 \land \cdots \land B_n \mid \text{true} \mid \text{false}
\]

\[
P, Q ::= \Pi \land \Sigma \mid \text{if } B \text{ then } P \text{ else } P
\]

(b) The assertion language grammar.

Figure 3

the frame inference procedure for discovering specifications (Section 2.2), and an overview of how the concepts fit together to find bugs statically in real-world programs (Section 2.3).

## 2.1 Program Model and Assertion Language

Infer and our analysis both begin by abstracting a source program in one of several languages (e.g., Java, C, C++) to the Smallfoot Intermediate Language (SIL) [10]. SIL is an intermediate analysis language that represents source programs in a simpler instruction set describing the program’s effect on symbolic heaps. This is particularly suitable for static analyses that find bugs related to pointer safety properties.

**Program Model.** Figure 3a shows a simplified Smallfoot grammar to illustrate the overall program model. A SIL program \( P \) is a set of procedures [11, 12, 18]. SIL procedures have single return values and do not access global variables. Procedures consist of a series of commands (C, in Figure 3a), which model actions that generate assertions over symbolic heaps (described next). The storage model is fairly standard [18, 48]: Heap is a partial function from locations Loc to values Val (for simplicity, locations are positive integers and values are integers): \( \text{Heap} \sto \text{Loc} \mapsto \text{Val} \). Stack is a function from variables to values \( \text{Stack} \sto \text{Var} \cup \text{LVar} \rightarrow \text{Val} \). Variables are two disjoint sets: a set of program variables \( \text{Var} \) and a set of logical variables \( \text{LVar} \). A program State is simply the combination of its heap and stack: \( \text{State} \sto \text{Heap} \times \text{Stack} \).

**Assertions.** SIL commands primarily capture effects over symbolic heaps, which comprise the abstract domain for detecting faulting conditions (e.g., memory leaks, resource leaks, null dereferences).\(^5\) These effects can be described via pre- and postconditions expressed in Separation Logic, which decorate the SIL commands accordingly. Figure 3b shows the assertion language grammar. The grammar encodes heap facts using points-to heap predicates over program and logical variables (i.e., \( E \mapsto E \)). Heap predicates are considered “separate” sub-heaps (or heaplets), whose separation is denoted by

\(^4\)https://github.com/squaresLab/footpatch

\(^5\)Symbolic heaps enable a decidable proof system for entailments under a prescribed semantics [10]; we elide details for brevity.
We denote by $E$ a key novelty in our work is the way we extend frame inference is not critical to our approach. Calling contexts and increases precision by propagating intermediate results. Anti-frame inference allows the analysis to deal with unknown parts of the heaps state. Anti-frame inference enables scalability, compositional analysis also infers anti-frames, or the missing assertions, as well as experimental support for buffer overflow detection, thread safety, and taint-style information flow bugs (e.g., detecting SQL injections for unsanitized values) [3, 4]. While we believe our approach generalizes to these bug types, in this work focus on pointer-safety properties of heaps for repair, specifically resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences, as the support for them in Infer is most mature. We leave extension of our approach to further classes of bugs for future work.

To illustrate, consider the memory leak described in Figure 1a. Infer discovers this error by identifying the path through line 11 where the variable $hmap$ is allocated but not freed before becoming dead. When it discovers such an error, the symbolic interpreter enters a special state, fault. We denote this formally by $C, \sigma \leadsto \text{fault}$, meaning that the interpretation step $\leadsto$ for instruction $C$ at location $\ell$ in symbolic state $\sigma$ results in a fault. For example, $hmap$ is still allocated in the symbolic heap (denoted by the predicate $\text{allocated}$, i.e., $(hmap \Rightarrow \text{allocated})$) at the location $\ell = 11$ when it becomes dead: return, $(hmap \Rightarrow \text{allocated}) \leadsto \text{fault}$. At this point, our approach takes over from the bug-finding analysis, to seek a potential fix.

### 2.2 Frame Inference

A key novelty in our work is the way we extend frame inference [11] to find bug repairs; we thus briefly overview frames and frame inference in this context. Infer’s Separation Logic-based analysis uses Hoare-style reasoning to find specification violations. It does this at scale by summarizing the effects of individual terms in a procedure, and then composing them into procedure-level specifications. Local reasoning [45, 47] is used to summarize the effects of those individual terms. Local reasoning is enabled by the fact that a program command can often affect only a sub-part of the heap. For example, the statement $hmap = \text{sw_malloc}(\text{sizeof}(\text{swlocalStorage}))$ is modeled as affecting only $hmap$; the rest of the heap is unaffected by the allocation. The fact that sub-states can change in isolation is modeled by the separating conjunction. The unchanged part of the heap for a command is its frame; the parts of the heap a command changes is known as its footprint.

Thus, frame inference, which automatically infers command frames such that they can be composed efficiently into procedure summaries [18] is key to a number of automated reasoning tools [46]. By discovering the unchanged heap portion of an operation, frame inference discovers footprints, expressed as small specifications of program terms [11, 23, 43].

More formally, the Frame Rule codifies the notion of reasoning over local behavior:

$$\frac{P \cdot C \cdot \{Q\}}{P \cdot F \cdot C \cdot \{Q \cdot F\}} \text{Frame Rule}$$

The Frame Rule allows analysis of a command $C$ with a specification $\{P\} C \{Q\}$ and a heap state $H$ to proceed, without considering unaffected parts of $H$ (the frame $F$), if it can be separated into parts $\{P \cdot F\}$. Frame inference [11, 18, 21] discovers a frame $F$ that allows the Frame Rule to fire, enabling local reasoning over the footprint. We can summarize frame inference as follows. Let FRAME$(H, S)$ be the frame inference procedure that returns a frame $F$ (if it succeeds) for a given heap state $H$ and a specification $S$ of a command (expressed in the grammar of Figure 3b). The procedure consists of a proof system using subtraction and normalization rules to partition the heap $H$ into $S \cdot F$. We refer to previous work for the complete algorithm and proof system [11].

### 2.3 Finding bugs using Separation Logic

The previously described reasoning enables scalable, compositional static bug finding with minimal developer effort (in the form of, e.g., annotations or customization) over real-world code bases. Infer implements these by identifying a variety of heap-related bugs using Separation Logic: resource leaks, memory leaks, null dereferences, as well as experimental support for buffer overflow detection, thread safety and taint-style information flow bugs (e.g., detecting SQL injections for unsanitized values) [3, 4].

Infer currently supports detecting a wide range of heap-related bugs using Separation Logic: resource leaks, memory leaks, null dereferences, as well as experimental support for buffer overflow detection, thread safety, and taint-style information flow bugs (e.g., detecting SQL injections for unsanitized values) [3, 4]. While we believe our approach generalizes to these bug types, in this work focus on pointer-safety properties of heaps for repair, specifically resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences, as the support for them in Infer is most mature. We leave extension of our approach to further classes of bugs for future work.

To illustrate, consider the memory leak described in Figure 1a. Infer discovers this error by identifying the path through line 11 where the variable $hmap$ is allocated but not freed before becoming dead. When it discovers such an error, the symbolic interpreter enters a special state, fault. We denote this formally by $C, \sigma \leadsto \text{fault}$, meaning that the interpretation step $\leadsto$ for instruction $C$ at location $\ell$ in symbolic state $\sigma$ results in a fault. For example, $hmap$ is still allocated in the symbolic heap (denoted by the predicate $\text{allocated}$, i.e., $(hmap \Rightarrow \text{allocated})$) at the location $\ell = 11$ when it becomes dead: return, $(hmap \Rightarrow \text{allocated}) \leadsto \text{fault}$. At this point, our approach takes over from the bug-finding analysis, to seek a potential fix.

### 3 REPAIR WITH SEPARATION LOGIC

This section presents our program repair technique using Separation Logic. Section 3.1 formalizes our notion of repair with respect to heap-based property violations. In Section 3.2 we formalize the search procedure to discover candidate patch code, drawn from existing program fragments (i.e., from elsewhere in the program under repair). In Section 3.3 we describe the application of candidate fragments in source code, in terms of where to introduce a change and how we filter out invalid candidates. We illustrate throughout by referring to the motivating example in Figure 1.

#### 3.1 Formulating Repair

Fundamentally, any program transformation (for repair or otherwise) is composed of either one or a combination of two primitive operations: addition and removal of program terms. Taking Separation Logic as the abstract domain, a bug fix corresponds to a program transformation that leads to a fault-avoiding interpretation in the analysis with respect to the property in question. We presently consider only additive program transformations, and do not perform removal operations, because the types of bugs we consider are typically caused by the lack of certain operations on
explicit heap content (e.g., resource release, freeing memory, or checking nullness of return values). For instance, developers often forget to insert missing checks [6, 61]. Bug-fixing changes for these types of bugs thus correspond to inserting missing statements (e.g., checks, initializations, or cleanup handlers). Other types of repairs are certainly valuable, in this domain and others, but we leave discovery of them to future work.

The central repair question is thus: Does there exist a fragment \( C \) that can be used to transform the program such that the fault state is no longer triggered? We express this formally as follows:

**Definition 3.1. Program Repair.** Let \( H_{Bad} \) be the heap configuration that results in a fault under interpretation of a command \( C \) at location \( \ell \). A repair is an additive transformation \( T \) on a program \( P \) that transitions the fault-inducing predicate in the heap state \( H_{Bad} \) to a heap state \( H_{Good} \) that preserves a fault-avoiding interpretation for \( C \) at \( \ell \). A repair satisfies:

\[
C_{\ell}, H_{Bad} \leadsto \text{fault} \Rightarrow T_{\ell}, H_{\ast} \leadsto C_{\ell}, H_{Good} \not\rightarrow \text{fault}
\]

The additive transformation \( T \) is a program fragment (operating on the program heap \( H \) at some point \( \ell \)') that induces a desired fix effect on the heap, producing \( H_{Good} \) at \( \ell \). The fix effect precisely defines what it means to avoid the fault state.

We encode the transformation \( T \) (i.e., the fix effect) as a Hoare-style triple that we call a **Repair Specification**. We specify \( T \) as two singleton heaps (i.e., a single points-to relation as in Figure 3b): \( F \) mapping to a **fixable** predicate over a placeholder variable \( p_{\text{var}} \) in the precondition, and a corresponding \( F' \) mapping to a **fixed** predicate over that placeholder \( p_{\text{var}} \) variable in the postcondition. \( F \) and \( F' \) express the desired symbolic transition on the abstract predicates. For example, \( F = \{ p_{\text{var}} \Rightarrow \text{allocated} \} \), \( F' = \{ p_{\text{var}} \Rightarrow \text{freed} \} \), specifies a generic fix effect for memory leaks over placeholder variable \( p_{\text{var}} \). Note that such fix effects are generic to entire bug classes. By expressing repair over the abstract domain describing what the code does, this fix effect specification approach is multi-language and resilient to syntactic customizations (like APIs or wrapper functions).

**Definition 3.2. Repair Specification.** A **Repair Specification** \( R \) is a specification containing a program term repair fragment \( C_R \) (a command \( C \) in the Smallfoot grammar) that effects a state transition from an error heap configuration \( F \) to a fixed heap configuration \( F' \), denoted \( \{ F \} C_R \{ F' \} \), via an atomic update of an abstract predicate.

In this paper, we manually specify appropriate \( F \) and \( F' \) corresponding to the general bug classes in question. Defining a mechanism to automatically determine \( F \) and \( F' \) (e.g., by formally deriving it from a violation reported by an analysis) is an interesting and plausible research direction that we leave for future work. Note however, that fix effects are generic to an entire bug class, and thus need only be specified once per analysis type to be applied to a given program. Moreover, the static analysis provides a degree of confidence in the choice of \( F \) and \( F' \); a poor choice will not ensure a fault-avoiding interpretation for a particular fault, and will be detected by analysis of the transformed program.

Our implementation provides default fix effects for the bug classes we consider that suffice for many off-the-shelf projects, requiring customization only when a project uses a particular or unique paradigm for handling, e.g., custom exceptions. Extending our technique to new static checkers (employing automated semantic reasoning as found in Infer) could similarly involve specifying default fix effects for patching them, eliminating the need for developer-provided specifications for many real-world projects.

### 3.2 Searching for Repairs

**Repair Queries.** Different automated techniques can discover repairs, including program synthesis [31] or syntactic program mutation [34]. Our technique does so by searching over existing program fragments, which can often exhibit the desired semantic effects to fix faults [31, 33, 38]. Using existing program fragments also preserves program-specific syntactic structure and semantic shape that accompany a fix, and may decrease the risk of overfitting repairs [30]. We thus search for program fragments \( C_R \) in the Smallfoot IL from across the rest of the program with a **Repair Query**. A **Repair Query** encodes the desired semantic transition and returns satisfying **Repair Specifications**.

We illustrate this overall framing with respect to our running example in Figure 4: The computation in (1) shows the semantic change that must be induced by some \( ?C_{\ell} \) to preserve a fault-avoiding interpretation, fixing the memory leak bug in question. The computation in (1) informs the repair question labeled (2) in Figure 4. The specification in (2) describes a desired program fragment \( ?C \) that induces the desired fix effect on symbolic variable \( p_{\text{var}} \), which is allocated on precondition to \( ?C \), and freed on post-condition. Note that this fix effect is flexible, and could describe fix code such as \( \text{free} \) modeled in generic C or the custom \( \text{sw\_free} \) function. A **Repair Query** seeking to repair a file resource leak, on the other hand, could find fragments such as \( \text{close} \) or \( \text{fclose} \) in C, or \( \text{f\_close}\) for a file \( f \) modeled in Java. Although the fix effects must be either inferred or specified, their portability across multiple programs and languages amortizes the manual burden and represents an important improvement over the labor required to use test-based APR techniques, which require a triggering test case per bug under repair.

\[
\begin{align*}
?C_{\ell}, \{ \text{map} \Rightarrow \text{allocated} \} \leadsto \text{return}_{\ell}, \{ \text{map} \Rightarrow \text{freed} \} \not\rightarrow \text{fault} \quad (1) \\
\{ p_{\text{var}} \Rightarrow \text{allocated} \} \quad ?C \quad \{ p_{\text{var}} \Rightarrow \text{freed} \} \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 4: Modeling repair search.**

We call (2) a **Repair Query**, a Hoare triple containing a “hole” for an instruction \( C \) that induces the desired semantic change under the standard partial correctness interpretation. For example, the fixing fragment \( \text{sw\_free}(\text{map}) \); corresponds in the IL to a command \( C \) of the form \( \{ \text{map} \Rightarrow \text{allocated} \} \text{call}(\cdot) \{ \text{map} \Rightarrow \text{freed} \} \), with the concrete program variable \( \text{map} \) bound to \( p_{\text{var}} \).

**Semantic Search Constraints.** A **Repair Query** expresses a symbolic transition on the abstract predicates, providing a basic structure that expresses fixes in terms of desired semantic heap properties. So far, our example **Repair Query** specifies \( C_R \) program fragments that perform strictly the desired symbolic transition,
disallowing any \( C_R \) that may introduce extra semantic effects. However, as a practical consideration, it may be desirable to search for program fragments that introduce extra semantic effects in addition to the fixing effect. For example, \texttt{sw_free} performs cleanup and logging in addition to resource freeing; in other cases, such side effects may be benign or undesirable.

Fortunately, Separation Logic allows us to elegantly relax strict Repair Queries by explicitly allowing for and then capturing extra semantic effects beyond the desired fix effect. This produces a repair search method that can be parameterized by extra semantic effects, explicitly partitioning such effects from the fixing effect (absent a priori knowledge to the fix effect). Such a search returns relaxed Repair Specifications of the form \( \{ F \wedge P \} C_R \{ F' \wedge Q \} \), where (potential) extra semantic effects are bound in the pre- \( (P) \) or postcondition \((Q)\) respectively. Finding satisfying Repair Specifications comes with an analogous extension of a Repair Query, i.e., \( \{ F \wedge P \} \Rightarrow \{ F' \wedge Q \} \).

Pertinently, we can use frame inference in a novel way to solve two important (and distinct) purposes in the program repair search problem: (1) Check whether a given specification satisfies a repair query, and (2) discover the extra semantic effects not part of the fix. That is, suppose some command \( C \) has a footprint, expressed as \( \{ S_p \} C \{ S_Q \} \). Our first goal is to check whether the footprint satisfies the Repair Query, which we do with respect to corresponding pre- and postconditions \( F \) and \( F' \). Our second goal is to partition the footprint into the fixing transitions and extra semantic effects for pre- and postconditions, respectively.

Our key insight is to perform the frame inference procedure \( \text{FRAME} \) (Section 2) on the footprint precondition (resp. postcondition) with respect to the Repair Query precondition (resp. postcondition). Formally, \( C \) is a candidate repair fragment when the following entailments hold:

In the precondition:
\[
\text{FRAME}(S_p, F) = P \implies S_p \mathrel{\vdash} F \wedge P \tag{3}
\]

Respectively, in the postcondition:
\[
\text{FRAME}(S_Q, F') = Q \implies S_Q \mathrel{\vdash} F' \wedge Q \tag{4}
\]

We achieve (1) because the entailment does not hold (frame inference fails) when \( F \) is not satisfied by the query. If frame inference succeeds, it pulls out \( P \) (resp. \( Q \)), discovering the extra semantic effects in the footprint of \( C \), achieving (2). Our approach is sound and decidable by the frame inference procedure [11].

Assume \( \mathcal{S} \) contains the specifications inferred over all individual commands in a program. Algorithm 1: \text{FindCandidates}(R, \mathcal{S}) soundly returns all candidate Repair Specifications for query \( R \). In Line 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1, we use the frame inference procedure \( \text{FRAME} \), to match candidate fragments with a repair query as the conjunction of matching pre- and postconditions. Note that the procedure returns the entire Repair Specification because we use assertions in the precondition for repair application (Section 3.3).

### 3.3 Applying repairs: from logic to programs

A Repair Specification in the abstract domain must be translated to a syntactic program fragment in the source program. Every intermediate language (IL) instruction corresponds to a line in the original program source. When a candidate program fragment is translated from IL to source, we rename the program variable bound to \( \texttt{pcvar} \) in the fixing fragment to that of the fault-inducing variable, if necessary. This substitution is the only syntactic transformation that we apply on source fragments. Beyond this renaming, we must decide where to insert repairs, and check translated code for compatibility given associated heap assumptions and available variables and type information (available in the IL).

#### Determining Repair Location

Repair techniques typically rely on dynamic fault localization techniques to determine placement or manipulation of code [7]. By contrast, we rely on the static analysis to localize faults: When the symbolic interpreter enters a fault state, it provides a location \( \ell \) where the fault occurs.

In general, the fault class bears on the choice of where to apply a repair fragment. For null dereferences, we speculate that a developer might typically expect a change before the null dereference (e.g., a check), whereas for resource leaks we expect a change after the point at which the resource is last used (e.g., closing a file). Using Infer, a null dereference reports the location \( \ell \) immediately preceding the dereference. For resource leaks and memory leaks, the location \( \ell \) is the point where the resource (resp. memory) goes out of scope without being closed (resp. freed). We make the design choice to insert a repair fragment \( C_R \) directly preceding the program term at location \( \ell \), satisfying

\[
C_R, \overline{\mathcal{H}}_{\text{Bad}} \cup C_t, \overline{\mathcal{H}}_{\text{Good}} \not\models \text{fault}
\]

We refer to the example in Section 1 to motivate our choice. Our approach places the \texttt{sw_free} call at line 11 in Figure 1a. The first motivation is that repair location is typically restricted to few alternatives; the only other correct choice of placement is line 10. The location \( \ell \) thus offers the most immediate (and sometimes strictly) correct choice. The second motivation is that among multiple placement locations, the semantic effects of repair remain the same. For example, placing \texttt{sw_free} at line 10 in Figure 1a produces the same effect since the \texttt{swarn(...)} statement does not affect the heap. Thus, although there is no universally correct choice for repair placement, our domain of repair benefits from a general strategy that preserves semantic correctness. Determining the ideal placement of patches
with respect to non-semantic attributes may vary by context, and may be subject to stylistic conventions and human judgment that go beyond the scope of this work.

**Determining Patch Compatibility.** Patch compatibility determines whether we can insert a syntactic program fragment at a particular program point (ℓ, in our case). FootPatch performs two compatibility checks. The first addresses bugs that can have multiple candidates. For example, memory may be freed by the standard C library `free` call, or a wrapper function such as `sw_free` as in Listing 1b. When multiple candidate fragments in SIL matches the desired semantic effect (based on predicates that do not consider types), FootPatch prioritizes patch generation by matching type information of a candidate fragment’s variable and the fault-inducing variable. This means that FootPatch prefers `sw_free` over `free` in our example, because we can infer the type of `map` to be `swHashMap *`, which matches the same type of `map` in the candidate fixing fragment `sw_free(map)`. FootPatch falls through to matching candidates with generic types (i.e., `void *` for C) if it cannot match specific types. Although typing information could be used to refine patches for null dereferences, we ignore typing information in this case, since any object can be compared to null.

Recompilation serves as our second compatibility check, ensuring (a) that syntactically malformed patches fail (due to poor IL-to-source translation or fault locations), and (b) that program fragments with unbound free variables are invalidated. For instance, the fix for the bugs in Figure 2 binds to the variable `id` that is in scope. If `id` were not in scope, patch generation fails. Relatedly, FootPatch allows capture of program variables (beyond the fault-inducing variable) in fixing fragments if they are available (such as `id` which is in scope).

## 4 EVALUATION

This section describes our results on FootPatch to fix bugs in real-world programs. Section 4.1 describes our experimental setup. Section 4.2 describes overall repair results, where we use FootPatch to fix 55 bugs in 11 projects. In Section 4.3 we discuss patch quality, and particularly its relationship to Infer’s underlying static analysis and our other design decisions. Section 4.4 analyzes FootPatch’s repair discovery for resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences in the context of our general formalism (Section 3). Section 4.5 provides limitations and further discussion.

### 4.1 Setup

**Implementation.** Based on the techniques described above, we implemented an automatic bug repair tool called FootPatch extending the Infer static analyzer. FootPatch works on multiple source languages (we evaluate on programs in C and Java; Infer also supports C++ and ObjectiveC) because, like Infer, it reasons over programs translated into SIL. FootPatch uses the same predicates in the IL irrespective of source language, meaning it can apply directly to new languages as support for them is added to Infer.

FootPatch uses three general specifications for repairing null dereferences, resource leaks, and memory leaks; Figure 5 provides a simplified representation. The specifications are implemented as OCaml functions that match pre/post conditions on heap state and predicates (referencing Infer’s datatypes). Note that this specification mechanism is not intrinsic to the technique (i.e., it is possible write a DSL for expressing such specifications). FootPatch performs type matching for determining patch compatibility, (Section 3.3) by extending specifications (6) and (7) in Figure 5 with an optional guard clause “when `pvar.type = t`” if we can determine the type `t` of a faulting variable. In general, since simple expressions do not model semantic effects of interest to the bug types in question, we restrict repair queries to calls and branch statements in the IL.

**Data and experimental parameters** We ran our experiments on an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS server, with 20 Xeon E5-2699 CPUs and 20GB of RAM. Table 1 includes projects which (a) successfully built on our system, (b) could be analyzed by Infer, and (c) generated patches. Our project selection represents a convenience sample, intended to substantiate our claims about FootPatch applicability to real bugs in real and actively developed open-source systems; we include discussion of sources of failures and other technique limitations in Section 4.5. We evaluate on 8 C programs and 3 Java programs averaging 64 kLOC. We initially developed FootPatch based on existing bugs in `error-prone` and `jfreechart` and new bugs found in `swole`. The rest of the projects are C and Java repositories on GitHub that are either (a) randomly sampled from the top one thousand most popular repositories (by user favorites/stars) for C and Java respectively, or (b) contain any combination of the terms “leak”, “resource”, “memory”, “file”, or “fix” in their commit messages. Projects in our sample are excluded if they fail to compile in our environment, if they cannot be analyzed by Infer, or if FootPatch did not find patches (either because no bugs were found or due to some other failure).

We evaluated FootPatch in two modes to characterize its search behavior. In **callgraph-local** mode, FootPatch searches over candidates from the callgraph of functions where Infer reports a bug. This mode tracks whether candidates are found local to the function containing the bug, local to the file containing the bug, or from an external file. In **global mode**, FootPatch searches over all (disjoint) callgraphs. Global mode subsumes callgraph-local mode and, in our experiments, only discovers additional repair candidates in external files not included in the local callgraph. Global mode is naturally more time-intensive, but may identify additional patches; comparing the two modes allows a more precise understanding of the importance of locality in searching for bug fixes within a given program. In all results discussion, ΔGL indicates the increment searching globally has over searching locally.

### 4.2 Repair results

Table 1 show results for each project. “Bugs” indicates the number of bugs detected by Infer of the given type. It is possible for multiple semantic fragments to repair each type of bug, found at different locations in the SIL callgraph. For each bug type per program, “Max Cands” shows maximum number of IL repair candidates before the
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**Figure 5: Repair Specifications.**
Table 1: Bugs repaired with FootPatch. "Bugs" is the number of bugs detected by Infer's static analysis. "Max Cands" is the maximum number of IL repair candidates for the bug (pre-compatibility check). "Fixes" are the number of unique patches fixing unique bugs (post check). † indicates one or more fixes for previously undiscovered bugs. "∆GL" is the change in associated column when using the global search space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>kLOC</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>∆GL</th>
<th>Bugs</th>
<th>Max Cands</th>
<th>∆GL</th>
<th>Fixes</th>
<th>∆GL</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>∆GL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swoole</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+83</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mem. Leak†</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lxc</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Res. Leak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mem. Leak</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apktool</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>+92</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dablooms</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>php-cp</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armake</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syssstat</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>Res. Leak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>+121</td>
<td>Res. Leak†</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rappel</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>Mem. Leak†</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error-prone</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>149.0</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>+602</td>
<td>Null Deref</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jfreechart</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>282.7</td>
<td>1,268</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Null Deref</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, we discover 24 fixes for resource leaks, 7 fixes for memory leaks, and 24 fixes for null dereferences. The “Time” columns of Table 1 shows total time required to both find and patch all bugs of all types considered in that program. Performance ranges from 7 seconds to 22 minutes over all projects (note that FootPatch performance is intertwined with Infer’s analysis time). The jfreechart experiment failed to terminate in global mode because the Infer analysis phase ran out of memory; lxc failed to build in the global configuration.

4.3 Patch quality

Patch correctness and success. All produced patches ensure a fault-avoiding interpretation; in practice, we apply each patch generated by FootPatch and rerun the static analyzer to see if the patch removes the bug (all did). Where possible, we ran a project’s test suite after applying our patches to validate that our changes do not break tests. We successfully ran the test suites for Apk-tool, armake, and error-prone, which pass. Two projects contained no tests, and the remaining six test suites could not be successfully configured/built.

A “fix” in Table 1 produces a patch that addresses a true positive bug report from the static analysis. To be useful in practice, analyses approximate [35]. Infer is no exception, and it sometimes skips inferring specifications for a function due to an analysis timeout, continuing with partial results. This can lead to false positives. FootPatch uses Infer’s results to perform patching, and cannot distinguish between true and false positives (if it could, it would be a better analysis than Infer; this task is outside its scope). A manual inspection of Infer’s reports indicate that its false positives generally arose when it failed to analyze loops or clean up functions due to time out. Due to the complexity of jfreechart it is difficult to precisely determine how many of the Infer-reported null dereferences are false positives. However, our manual inspection of did not reveal obvious errors in reasoning behind the produced patches.

False positives that produced patched bugs are listed in column “FP” of Table 1. In general, the false positive rate is low, in the order of 5%, where fixes are produced for false positive error reports ("FP" column) compared to fixes for true positives ("Fixes" column).
which an object becomes null and its dereference. Our inspection (lines 6 and 12). Before patching, Infer only reports a resource-leak error (e.g., fclose) in the program. This demonstrates the importance of the compatibility check, which guards against applying alternative “close” operations (e.g., scope and variable capture) with respect to extra semantic effects. In summary, our results show that FootPatch the majority of leak fixes conform to strict Repair Specifications, but enables more complex fixes when relaxing the repair constraint.

Null dereferences. The FootPatch patch for the null dereference(s) in Figure 2 throws an exception when an object is null. However, in general, multiple semantic fix effects may address a given null dereference: initializing a null object, returning or throwing an exception when an object is null, or predating execution on a condition that an object is not null. More than one of these forms may be correct with respect to a preserving a non-null property, and in general we cannot decide which one is preferred [36].

We therefore experimented with Repair Specification queries in FootPatch over multiple SIL commands to discover null dereference fixes (i.e., function calls entailing nullness checks, conditional expressions). Our approach alleviates the problem of multiple potential fixes by relying on existing code to guide repair. For example, for jfreechart, FootPatch produces 22 patches from a candidate which throws an exception when the object is null. This may be the desirable fix, as witnessed by human-written fixes for the error-prone bug [2]. Regardless, from a semantic perspective, FootPatch finds candidate fixes from the existing project that removes the fault with respect to the analysis.

4.5 Limitations and discussion

FootPatch currently fixes resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences; these bugs are a mature focus of Infer’s analysis domain and are common in practice [16, 17]. Given both our underlying technique, which addresses general heap-based properties, and the continual addition of new analyses to Infer [4], we expect FootPatch to generalize to, for example, information flow bugs. FootPatch currently requires a simple manual fix specification, generally per bug type. This formulation provides flexibility to address particular attributes over diverse bug classes and languages. The manual effort is competitive with effort required to produce a test per bug, required by dynamic repair techniques. Moreover, we
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recognize an opportunity for automatically inferring fixing effects with the aid of a static analyzer, for future work.

FootPatch does not consider the full diversity of possible fixes for the considered defects, especially for null dereferences (we investigated checking nullness and throwing an exception, accepted ways for fixing these bugs, but not instantiating new objects generally). Our approach currently inspects only semantic patch characteristics, ignoring, for example, string constants in an error message. We leave such considerations to future work.

Beyond false positives, Infer can produce inaccurate fault locations, impacting the validity of FootPatch patches. Approximate locations are acceptable for bug reports, and approximate patches may still be informative [58], but truly automated program repair requires precise locations. This can be addressed practically by improving the accuracy of IL-to-source translation during analysis.

We do not explicitly compare our technique to prior repair techniques. Overall, FootPatch is orthogonal (and thus difficult to compare) to prior dynamic repair techniques. Two of our bug classes, resource and memory leaks, are difficult to test for deterministically, and thus underaddressed in the current repair literature. There does exist work addressing repair of null dereferences, which are easier to expose via tests. We attempted to run and fix the null dereferences in Apache Commons Math considered by NOPOL [62]. However, Infer’s analysis skips a number of intermediate calls, and fails to detect the null dereferences covered in the associated test suite. Practically speaking, we find that tests for null dereferences considered in prior work (such as Defects4J [29]) simply cover different null dereference bugs from Infer. This highlights one property of static analysis for repair: analysis may miss bugs that could be covered by tests, but may simultaneously find those in corner cases that humans neglected to test. Related techniques based on verification [36] lack detailed breakdown of bugs to inform a comparative study, and is intended to provide patch suggestions to a developer, which lacks automatic patch application. We are unaware of “quick fix” suggestions from existing static tools [1, 2, 28] that target semantic bugs like those we consider.

5 RELATED WORK

Work in automatic program repair over the past decade predominantly use test cases to validate correctness. Generate-and-validate or heuristic repair techniques explore search spaces of templated repairs as applied to the abstract syntax tree program level; this includes techniques like GenProg [34], RSRepair [51], and HDRepair [32] which traverse the space using classic search algorithms like genetic programming or random search. Other techniques like AE [59], SPR [38] and Prophet [37] use predefined transformation schemas and probabilistic models on the AST to discover and apply candidate syntactic fragments. At a high level, such techniques operate on ASTs to indirectly achieve a desired semantic effect that fixes a bug with respect to a test suite. Constraint- or semantics-based approaches reason about semantics more directly, synthesizing fragments using input-output pairs to codify a notion of program semantics [39, 40, 42, 62]. SearchRepair [30] lies between these approaches, using input-output pairs to search over a semantic encoding of candidate repair fragments (and is perhaps closest in spirit to our approach). These techniques all share the property that they use test cases to define patch correctness and guide a search towards a semantically-desirable fix; as a result, they also require developer labor to specify those tests; are limited to fixing bugs that are deterministically testable, and may overfit to the provided tests [55]. The main point of contrast with our work is that our approach is static, and therefore cannot overfit to provided dynamic witnesses of desired behavior. In the previous body of work, properties are not specified formally, but implied by test cases. FootPatch instead considers a logic-encoding and semantic implications of using a program fragment for satisfying repair specification. We argue that our focus on explicitly codifying semantic effects offers additional protection against patch overfitting.

Verification-based approaches, using formal specifications, have used LTL specifications [27, 57], SAT approaches [24], deductive synthesis [31], contracts [36], and model checking for Boolean programs [25, 53] to perform repair. At a high level, our approach relates to the approach by Logozzo et al. [36] which uses automatically inferred assertions over abstract domains, and relies on an abstract interpretation-based static analyzer to discover faults; however, they do not consider automatically applying patches. In contrast, our approach is new in reasoning over an abstract domain based in Separation Logic (repairing pointer safety violations) and formalizes a mechanism for automatic patch application. Overall, verification-based program repair lack application to common bugs in real-world programs.

6 CONCLUSION

We presented a new static APR technique using Separation Logic to reason about semantic effects of program fragments, including a novel application of local reasoning and the frame rule to find bug-fixing patches from existing code. Our technique overcomes significant challenges compared to test-based repair techniques, including the ability to repair previously undiscovered bugs, bugs that are difficult to expose via testing, and repeated semantic errors. We implemented our approach in a tool called FootPatch that builds on top of a Separation Logic-based analysis to target bug repair for heap-related properties; we demonstrate on resource leaks, memory leaks, and null dereferences, and anticipate that the approach is extendable. FootPatch correctly fixes 55 bugs, including 11 undiscovered bugs in 11 projects. Moreover, FootPatch achieves significant speedup over test-based repair, works on large codebases, and targets multiple source languages. Unlike other formal approaches for program repair, FootPatch works end-to-end on existing code bases and does not require formal annotation or special coding practices. Its reliance on principled semantic reasoning provides additional evidence of generated patch correctness. FootPatch thus represents an important step in bridging the gap between grounded verification techniques and trustworthy automatic program repair for real-world software, opening potentially promising avenues in automatic program improvement.
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